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*Requires Simon XTi-5i panel and third-party modem to be present.
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Simon 5" TouchScreen
Main Screen Key Functions
Quick, at-a-glance home status provides a complete view
of home systems, including security, indoor temperature and weather.

Convenient home security, plus a whole lot more
The Simon® 5” TouchScreen (60-924-RF-TS5-2) is a convenient color
touch screen for obtaining at-a-glance status of your home and property
or for controlling your home systems. Designed to work with Simon XTi5, Simon XTi and Simon XT v1.3 (or later versions) control panels, this
LCD screen provides wireless operation of all security system functions.
It can even be set up to control your home’s lighting and thermostat, and
can provide current weather conditions, as well as a four-day forecast.

Designed for modern life
Convenient and easy to use, enables complete system
control from multiple locations throughout your home.

Options to make the most of your system
With optional cellular reporting and Alarm.com features, Simon
XTi offers remote monitoring and control of your security
system for convenient and effective home protection.
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Always be prepared
The Simon 5" TouchScreen helps you
prepare for whatever nature has in store
by displaying current weather conditions
and a four-day weather forecast*. Wireless
and self-contained, these adaptable
touch screens are ideal for placing
in the master bathroom, the kitchen,
and near common entry/exit doors, so
you’ll know what to expect weatherwise before you head out the door.

Four-day weather forecast provides helpful information quickly
and conveniently.

*Requires Alarm.com® module and interactive services

Home security, for peace of mind

Lighting and thermostat control to help support energy reduction goals

The Simon® 5" TouchScreen makes
home security even easier. Emergency
fast-action keys allow you to quickly
summon fire, auxiliary panic or
police assistance with one button.
The Simon 5" TouchScreen also
has a battery backup that provides
power during power outages, and is
recharged once power is restored.

The Simon 5" TouchScreen conveniently
allows you to control your Z-Wave®
thermostat, lights, garage doors and
door locks* from a single access point, or
with multiple touch screens throughout
your home. You can set an automation
schedule that will adjust your thermostat
when the security system is armed,
to help support your efforts to reduce
energy usage and save on utility bills.

The TouchScreen works together with your Simon system for added
convenience and functionality.

*Requires Alarm.com® module and interactive services

Thermostatic control makes it easy to set automation schedules in conjunction
with security events to help save energy and help lower utility bills.

